Applying to the Eugene McDermott Scholars Program

The application for the fall 2023 class of McDermott Scholars will open soon! Check back here for the application link.

For now, be sure to apply to the University of Texas at Dallas (with supplementary documentation) and the Collegium V Honors College by December 1, 2022.

We are looking for

• Continual learners inside and outside of the classroom
• Persistent leaders who positively empower others toward achieving shared goals
• Habitual servers that use their time and talents for the benefit of others

We welcome

• All experiences of learning, leading, and serving wherever they occur – including at home and at work, not just those experiences typically mentioned in applications
• Personal contexts, like family responsibilities or the need to work, that shape other activities

We keep in mind that

• Every applicant is much more than what their transcript and activities – or any application form – can reveal
• The pandemic has affected many opportunities and activities